Practice Field Reservation, Daylight Savings, and Other Field
Information
Practice Field Reservation:
On Team Assignment Night, each coach will receive a Practice Field Reservation Form. In
order to assign fields in a timely fashion, the SBSC Field Coordinator needs to receive this form
as soon as possible. Coaches can return the form in the following ways:



Complete it at Team Assignment Night and give it to the Fields Coordinator.
Access the form on the SBSC website (www.solanabeachsoccerclub.com) under the
Coaches tab. Complete the form and email, fax, or mail it to the Field Coordinator.

The Fields Coordinator will make his/her best effort to provide each coach with their first choice
of field and time. Second and third choices are required in the event of high demand at a specific
field and time slot. The Fields Coordinator or your Division Coordinator will notify you of the
day / time slot(s) you are assigned.
Daylight Savings Time:
When the shift off Daylight Savings Time occurs the first weekend in November, coaches with
5pm practice times will need to move to earlier practice times of 3:30 or 4:00 PM. The Fields
Coordinator will work with coaches to reschedule practice times and locations. Please be
prepared to share your field with other teams after the shift.
Practice Field Priority:
The SBSC reserves the fields that are used for our teams to practice. Our teams have sole use of
these fields during the season for the day / time blocks listed. If other organizations are using the
fields during these periods, please contact the Fields Coordinator to help resolve the conflict.
Practice Field Cleanup:
The SBSC uses fields that belong to local schools and the City of Solana Beach for practices and
games. In order to maintain the best relationship with the schools and the City, we ask that
coaches be certain all trash (particularly forgotten water bottles) is cleaned up after practices an
games.
Portable Toilet Access:
The SBSC makes portable toilets available at Solana Vista, Skyline and Solana Beach CC fields.
Portable toilets at Earl Warren are provided by the school and should be accessible during
practice an game hours. If you are unable to access the toilets at these fields, please contact the
SBSC Fields Coordinator.
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Game Schedules:
Typically, the first game of the season takes place the first Saturday after Labor Day and the last
game the Saturday before Thanksgiving.
In order to provide a full schedule of play, the SBSC games with other Cal South leagues in our
area (Cardiff, Encinitas, Rancho Santa Fe, etc.). The scheduling of SBSC team games is part of
a larger process including these other recreational leagues as well as the scheduling of Presidio
League competitive games. The SBSC makes every effort to provide game schedules to its
coaches as far in advance of the season start as possible. Often, due to the complexity of the
larger process, schedules are not available until the week before the first game. Schedules will
be posted on the SBSC web site.
Field Preparation:
The Fields Coordinator ensures that fields are ready for play each Saturday. He/she schedules
for goal posts and nets to be set up and removed at the end of the day and for fields to be lined as
needed. If you encounter and problems or have any concerns about the condition of a field,
please contact the Fields Coordinator.
Official FIFA dimensions are:
 Length: Minimum 100 yards to Maximum 130 yards (300’ to 390’)
 Width: Minimum 50 yards to Maximum 100 yards (150’ to 300’)
The following dimensions are used for the SBSC fields:
Field
Earl Warren (11 vs. 11)
Solana Vista East (11 vs. 11)
Skyline (8 vs. 8)
Solana Vista West (6 vs. 6)
Solana Beach CDC (4 vs. 4)

SBSC Length
300 – 310’
255’
225’
180’
30 yards
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SBSC With
225’
152’
147’
120’
20 yards

